
KEEP IN A SAFETY PLACE
Before operating this hood,

Please read the instruction carefully

PHSN5 Stealth  

Ventilation / Recycle Hood
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PHSN5

220 V-240 V/ 50-60 Hz

380 W

2 x 2 W ( LED )

384 W

1350m³/h 

W895xD500xH1060 (mm)Product Size

Suction Power

Rated input power

Illumination

Rated motor input power

Voltage

Model



Closely follow the instructions set out in this manual. All responsibility, for any eventual inconveniences, damages or fires caused by
not complying with the instructions in this manual, is declined. The hood is conceived for the suction of cooking fumes and steam and is 
destined only for domestic use.
The hood can look different to that illustrated in the drawings in this booklet. The instructions for use, maintenance and instal-
lation, however, remain the same.
 ! It is important to conserve this booklet for consultation at any moment. In the case of sale, cession or move, make sure it is together 

with the product.
 ! Read the instructions carefully: there is important information about installation, use and safety.
 ! Do not carry out electrical or mechanical variations on the product or on the discharge conduits.
 ! Before proceeding with the installation of the appliance verify that there are no damaged all components. Otherwise contact your dealer 

and do not proceed with the installation.
Note: the elements marked with the symbol “(*)” are optional accessories supplied only with some models or elements to purchase, not 
supplied.

CAUTION
WARNING!

 ! Do not connect the appliance to the mains until the installation is fully complete.
 ! Before any cleaning or maintenance operation, disconnect hood from the mains by removing the plug or disconnecting the mains 

electrical supply.
 ! Always wear work gloves for all installation and maintenance operations.
 ! The appliance is not intended for use by children or persons with impaired physical, sensorial or mental faculties, or if lacking in 

experience or knowledge, unless they are under supervision or have been trained in the use of the appliance by a person responsible 
for their safety.

 ! This appliance is designed to be operated by adults, children should be monitored to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.
 ! This appliance is designed to be operated by adults. Children should not be allowed to tamper with the controls or play with the 

appliance.
 ! Never use the hood without effectively mounted grating!

The hood must NEVER be used as a support surface unless specifically inidicated.
The premises where the appliance is installed must be sufficiently ventilated, when the kitchen hood is used together with other gas

 !
 !

combustion devices or other fuels.
 ! The ducting system for this appliance must not be connected to any existing ventilation system which is being used for any other 

purpose such as discharging exhaust fumes from appliances burning gas or other fuels.
The flaming of foods beneath the hood itself is severely prohibited.
The use of exposed flames is detrimental to the filters and may cause a fire risk, and must therefore be avoided in all circumstances

 !
 !
 ! Any frying must be done with care in order to make sure that the oil does not overheat and ignite.
 ! Accessible parts of the hood may became hot when used with cooking appliance.
 ! With regards to the technical and safety measures to be adopted for fume discharging it is important to closely follow the regulations 

provided by the local authorities.
 ! The hood must be regularly cleaned on both the inside and outside (AT LEAST 2 WEEKS ONCE).
 ! This must be completed in accordance with the maintenance instructions provided in this manual). Failure to follow the instructions

provided in this user guide regarding the cleaning of the hood and filters will lead to the risk of fires.
 ! Do not use or leave the hood without the lamp correctly mounted due to the possible risk of electric shocks.

We will not accept any responsibility for any faults, damages or fires caused to the appliance as a result of the nonobservance of the !
instructions included in this manual.

 ! By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential negative consequences for the environment and
human health, which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of this product. 

The symbol on the product, or on the documents accompanying the product, indicates that this appliance may not be treated as 
household waste. Instead it should be taken to the appropriate collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equip-
ment. Disposal must be carried out in accordance with local environmental regulations for waste disposal.
For further detailed information regarding the process, collection and recycling of this product, please contact the appropriate 

department of your local authorities or the local department for household waste or the shop where you purchased this product.

Warm Reminder
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Suggestions for a correct use in order to reduce the environmental impact: Switch ON the hood at minimum speed when you start cooking
and kept it running for few minutes after cooking is finished. Increase the speed only in case of large amount of smoke and vapour and
use boost(s) only in extreme situtations. Clean the baffle filter(s) 2 weeks once to maintain a good grease filter efficiency. Use the maximum
78-84 diameter of the ducting system to optimize efficiency and minimize noise. 

Additional Installation Specifications:  
Use only the fixing screws supplied with the product for installation or, if not supplied, purchase the correct screws type.
Use the correct length for the screws which are identified in the Installation Guide.
In case of doubt, consult an authorised service assistance centre or similar qualified person.
WARNING! Failure to install the screws or fixing device in accordance with these instructions may result in electrical hazards.

USE

Ducting version
In this case the fumes are conveyed outside of the building by means of a special pipe connected with the connection ring located on top 

The hood is designed to be used either for exhausting or filter version.

of the hood.
Attention! The exhausting pipe is not supplied and must be purchased apart.
Diameter of the exhausting pipe must be equal to that of the connection ring.
In the horizontal runs the exhausting pipe must be slightly slanted (about 10°) and directed upwards to vent the air easily from the room 
to the outside.
Attention!

Using the tubes and discharge holes on walls with smaller dimensions will cause a diminution of the suction performance and a drastic 
Connect the hood and discharge holes on the walls with a diameter equivalent to the air outlet.

increase in noise.
Any responsibility in the matter is therefore declined.
 ! Use a duct of the minimum indispensible length.
 ! Use a duct with as few elbows as possible (maximum elbow angle: 90°).
 ! Avoid drastic changes in the duct cross-section.
 ! Use a duct as smooth as possible inside.

The duct must be made of certified material.

CAUTION

- For general ventilating use only. Do not use to exhaust hazardous or explosive materials and vapors. Take extra care when using
  detergent for cleaning. Suitable for use in domestic household cooking area.
- AutoClean the cooker hood frequently. Grease should not be allowed to accumulate on fan or baffle filter.
- Keep fan & baffle filter surface clean.
- Use high speed setting on hood only when necessary.
- Dont leave the cooker hood unattended when cooking.
- Installation work and electrical wiring must be done by qualified installer in accordance with all applicable codes and standards.
- Suffucient air is needed for power combustion and exhausting of smoke through the ducting to prevent back-drafting. Follow the
  manufacturer’s guideline and safety standard advice.
- When cutting or drilling into wall, roof or ceiling, do not damage electrical wiring and other hidden utilities.
- Ducted fans must always vent to the outdoors.
- NEVER place a switch where it can be reached from a water sink or shower place.
- Make sure the power is off before installing, wiring, maintenance & service cleaning.

 !
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Thank you for choosing this cooker hood.

This instruction manual is designed to provide you with all required instruction
related to the installation, use and maintenance of the appliance.
In order to operate the appliance correctly and safely, please read this instruction
manual carefully before installation and using.

1. Never let the children operate the appliance.

2. The cooker hood is for home use only, not suitable for commercial purpose.

3. The cooker hood and its filter should be cleaned regularly in order to keep in
    good working condition.

4. Clean the appliance according to the instruction manual and keep the appliance from
    danger of burning. There is a fire risk if cleaning is not carried out in accordance with
    the instruction.

5. Please keep the kitchen room a good convention before connecting this appliance;
    Please check to ensure that the power supply cord is not damaged. A damaged
    supply cord must be replaced by qualified service personnel only.

6. There shall be adequate ventilation of the room when the range hood is used at the
    same time as appliances burning gas or other fuels; the air must not be discharged into
    a flue that is used for exhausting fumes from appliances burning gas or other fuels.

7. Regulations concerning the discharge of air have to be fulfilled.

8. Do not flame under the range hood.

9. This appliance can be used by children aged from 8 years and above and person
    with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack experience and knowledge
    if they have been given supervision or instruction.

INTRODUCTION

SAFETY PRECAUTION
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concerning use of the appliance in safe way and understand the hazards involved.
Children shall not play with appliance. Cleaning and user maintenance shall not
be made by children without supervision.

         If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer, its
service agent or similarly qualified persons in order to avoid a hazard.

CAUTION: Accessible parts may become hot when used with cooking appliance.

Electrical Shock Hazard
   Only plug this unit in to a properly earthed outlet. If in doubt, seek advice from a suitably
qualified engineer.

1. Prepare for installation:

b. Before installation, turn the unit off and unplug it from the outlet.

c. The cooker hood should be placed at a distance of 65-75cm above the

WALL MOUNTING INSTALLATION

a. If you have an outlet to the outside, your cooker hood can be connected as below
    picture by means of an extraction duct (with an interior diameter of 150mm)
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cooking plane for best result.

2. Installation (Vent outside):
Attention! Observe the warning in the instruction sheet concerning the operation
of the appliance when air is discharged from the room.

Drill 3 x 8mm holes to accommodate the bracket. Screw and tighten the bracket onto
the wall with the screws & screw plugs provided.

Lift up the cooker hood and hang onto the wall bracket hook.

Holes on the wall

Screw plug

Screw (ST4X30mm)

Wall bracket
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Fix the one-way-valve to the air oulet of the cooker hood. Then, attach the exhaust
pipe onto the one-way-valve as shown below

Aluminium soft piping/ducting
to fix on air outlet

Put the upper chimney into lower chimney. Then pull out the upper chimney
upwards. Adjust to reach the height required.

CHIMNEY INSTALLATION
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Measure the appropriate height and drill 2 x 8mm holes to accommodate the plate.
Screw and tighten the upper wall with 2 screws provided.

There are 2 methods for installing the chimney cover. Please check the below pic
for references.
1. After drilling the 2 holes and fixed the hook, hang the chimney cover by matching
    the both side lock. (Pic1)
2. After drilling the 2 holes and fixed the hook, install the chimney cover by locking
    with 2 screws in both side holes. (Pic2)

Note:
There are 2 methods for installing the inner chimney cover. (Pic 1 & Pic 2)
However, there is only 1 method for installing the outer chimney. (Pic 1)

3. Installation (Vent inside)
If you do not have an air outlet to the outside, exhaust pipe is not required and the
installation is similar to the one shown in Page 5.

(Pic2)
(3*10mm Screw)

(Pic1)



OPERATION
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Activated carbon filter can be used to trap odors.

In order to install the activated carbon filter, the grease filter should be detached first.
Press the lock and pull it downward.

Plug the activated carbon filter into the unit and turn it in clockwise direction. Repeat
the same on the other side.

NOTE:
1. Make sure the filter is securely locked. Otherwise, it could be loosen and may cause
    dangerous consequences.
2. When activated carbon filter is attached, the suction power will be lowered.
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After plug in power, the appliance is in  STANDBY mode automatically. Press any key
and hold 0.5S (Except “Power” button), into corresponding function. Speed -select to
suit cooking conditions

Low Speed button
It’s used for Ventilation on the kitchen. It is suitable for simmering and cooking
which do not make much steam.

Medium Speed button
Aiflow speed is ideally for ventilation in standard cooking operation.

High Speed button
When high density of smoke or steam is produced, press high-speed button for
highest effeciency ventilation.

Power
Press “Power” to turn off the motor ( no effect for lights), and it comes back
to STANDBY mode.

Light button
Turn on/off light
NOTE: “Light” button is independent control, not affected by the power button.

Touch control (T13)
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Before cleaning switch the unit off and unplug the appliance.

i. Regular Cleaning

ii. Monthly Cleaning for Grease Filter

iii. Annual Cleaning for Activated Carbon Filter

iv. Bulb Replacement

Use a soft cloth moistened with hand-warm middly soapy water or household cleaning
detergent. Never use metal pads, chemical, abrasive material or stiff brush to clean
the unit.

ESSENTIAL: Clean the filter every month can prevent any risk of fire. The filter collects
grease, smoke and dust... so the filter is directly affecting the efficiency of the cooker
hood. If not cleaned, the grease residue (potential flammable) will saturate on the filter.
Clean it with household cleaning detergent.

Apply SOLELY to unit that installed as a recirculation unit (not vented to the outside).
This filter traps odours and must be replaced at least once a year depending on how
frequent the cooker hood is used.

1. Switch the unit off and unplug the appliance.
2. Remove the lamp cover by unscrewing the 2 screws.
3. Unscrew the incandescent bulb.
4. Replace with the same type and rated bulb/lamp.
 L10-Square Shape LED-2W

MAINTENANCE



ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
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TROUBLE-SHOOTING

Light on, but fan
does not work.

Both light and fan
do not work

Serious Vibration
of the unit

Suction performance
not good

Waste electrical products should not be disposed off with household waste. Please recycle
where facilities exist. Check with Local Authority or retailer for recycling advice.

The unit is not hung
properly on the bracket.

Too long distance
between the unit and the
cooking plane.

The fan motor is not
fixed tightly.

The fan blade is damaged.

Light bulb burn.

Power cord looses.

The fan blade is jammed.

The motor is damaged.

Readjust the distance to
65-75cm

Switch off the unit and repair by
qualified service personnel only

Switch off the unit and repair by
qualified service personnel only

Take down the unit and check
whether the bracket is in
proper location.

Switch off the unit and repair
by qualified service
personnel only.

Replace the bulb with correct
rating.
Plug in to the power supply
again.

Fault Cause Solution



ELECTRICAL DIAGRAM
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PRODUCT REGISTRATION

Congratulation on your Pacifica AutoClean Cooker Hood purchase!
Please register your cooker hood with Warranty Card provided.

IT’S IMPORTANT
Prompt warranty registration helps in:
- Ensures product warranty coverage should you need service.
- Ownership verification for insurance (product liability insurance claim).
- Please keep your Purchase Receipt and Delivery Order for service
   checking appointment request.

IMPORTANT: Your warranty is valid only when this portion is returned to Ge 
Green Sdn. Bhd. within 14 days from the date of purchase. Please complete 
this warranty registration and send this to us before using your product. Registra-
tion is a condition of full warranty. Otherwise, an unregistered product will only be 
given a default standard product warranty of 6 months and customer is required to 
present legitimate proof of purchase at point of service. Failure to do so may result 
in charges for call-outs, delivery, parts and labour to be fully borne by customer; or 
in certain cases, even refusal of service coverage.

Full product warranty only by email warranty
card through email info@pacifica.my or send
the hard copy to Ge Green office within 14
days from the date received goods.

Standard product warranty for non-registered
products or without warranty card upon service
request. This also apply to showroom/roadshow
display, warehouse clearance, discontinued
stock clearance.
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Menara Lien Hoe (HQ)

Sole Distributor:
Ge Green Sdn. Bhd.

Lot 18.2, 18th Floor,
Menara Lien Hoe,
8, Persiaran Tropicana,
47410 Petaling Jaya,
Selangor.


